Name:

Number:

Grade/Group:

Telephone:

School:

Date:

Email:

Address:

Postcode:

ORDER FORM Customer Copy (returned with order)

Event: eg ISTD comp october 2020
Code Quantity

Size

Photo Reference

Printer Use

Total Cost

p

l

m

P&P

TOTALS

Payment Enclosed: Cash: £

:

. Cheque: £

How To Order

:

.

1. Make a note of the photo name/reference number and event and enter on form.
2. Fill in the code of the print (found on the back of this form), the quantity, the size you require and total.
3. Add the totals to the bottom of the form
4. Enclose payment with order if posting include p&p (found on back).
5. Cheques payable to Anthony Clifford Studios make sure you include postage and send it to
Focal Pointe, 44 Princes Road, Romford, Essex RM1 2SP.

Or pay direct to our bank. For the reference use one of the prints ordered name followed by your surname.
If paying direct to bank you can email the order to me at mark@focalpointe.co.uk

www.focalpointe.co.uk
07973 233616
THANK YOU FOR YOU ORDER
account name: Anthony Clifford Studios Ltd - sort: 122481 - Account: 06543078

Print Prices and Services all prices include VAT
Print Code

P

SIZE

PRINT ONLY

5X7

5.00

8X6

8X10

7.50

10X12
12X16
Digital

PLL (Lustre)
PLG (Gloss)
PLM (Matt)
PRINT AND
LAMINATE
-

12.50
15.50

15.00

19.00

PLLM (Lustre)
PLGM (Gloss)
PLMM (Matt)

CAN

PRINT,
LAMINATE AND CANVAS WRAP
MOUNT
-

14.00
17.95
23.00

-

20.00
30.00
45.00

Postage
3.80
3.80
3.80
Except canvas
wrap, get quote

collect or
quote postage

collect or quote
postage

Full resolution digital jpeg files.

Laminating: Print sizes 8X10 and above will have a laminate applied as it seals the image
against damage. There are 3 types of Laminate a gloss, lustre and a matt finish, examples are at
our studios.
The smaller prints (5x7 & 8x6) are supplied gloss but can also be laminated to match other prints.
Mounting: If you were thinking of framing your print it is recommended to have it mounted
onto a board. This along with the laminate makes the print virtually indestructable.

Canvas Wrap: Printed of premium satin canvas, made from a durable blend of 65%
Polyester and 35% Cotton, this unique heavyweight, quality canvas utilizes a tight 2-1 weave that
is ideal for photographic and fine art reproductions. It is then coated with a protective varnish then
mounted onto a stretch frame. 10x8's on 18mm frame and larger wraps on 40mm frame.
Photo CD: £60.00 Have your images put onto a cd, to view on computer, digital photo
frame. Add up to a maximum of ten images. Print code is “CD”, just enter the photo reference
numbers.

Postage: Postage is £3.80 up to 8x10, would have to quote above that size. To guarantee
safety of images we would prefer all orders are collected in person.

Custom Sizes:
If you have a custom size, please contact me and I will quote. My only restriction for in house
printing is that one of the dimensions can be no larger than 420mm (17”) for prints.

All printing, laminating and mounting is done in house. The small print up to 8x6 are printed on dye sublimation
printers, the larger prints are printed on a large format inkjet printer using UltraChrome K3 inks which claim to be stable
for 100 years, if displayed under glass or laminated, Epsons claim not mine.
order.v4

